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Could it be … Could it be that Samuel was the mystical figure who booked the entire Crystal 

Dining establishment? 

Yvonne had a stupefied look at that factor too. 

Crystal Dining establishment, on the top floor, had been scheduled by someone fifty 

percent a month ago. Even if Linda had a tremendous quantity of pride, it was difficult for 

her to hold an event at Crystal Dining establishment. 

“Linda, does this have anything to do with Samuel?” Yvonne thought about only one 

possibility and also her breathing came to be inexplicably immediate. 

Linda’s brain had shed all cognitive ability. Although she was very much in disbelief, were 

there any other opportunities in addition to that description? 

“Yes Yvonne. Samuel was the one who asked me to bring you right here,” Linda confessed. 

A strange sensation of envy appeared in her heart. 

If it actually was Samuel who prepared that enormous shock for Yvonne, would she not 

become the happiest lady in the whole Cloud City that day? 

It was then that the lift arrived floor. 

Both females were led into the restaurant. 

A guy dressed in black was sitting at the piano in the middle of the dining establishment. 

His back was the only part of him that could be seen. 

That back figure was all as well familiar to Linda and also the magnificent visual effect 

caused Linda’s mouth to widen! 

The piano prince was Samuel! 

The sweet-sounding audio originating from the piano was magnified throughout Crystal 

Restaurant and soothed everybody that was viewing. 

10s of countless people quietened down then and also their gazes were all focused on the 

UFO-shaped structure. In spite of not being able to see every little thing plainly, every 

person might pick up how delighted the female-of-honor was that evening. 

 

The surrounding floor-to-ceiling windows were rippling with unique impacts of red 

increased flowers dancing with the sound of the piano. 

Yvonne had a delighted smile at the corner of her mouth, but splits slipped from her cheeks 



like pearls on a busted string. 

Linda began sobbing as well. 

It would certainly have been a significant true blessing if that back number came from her. 

The item finished. 

Samuel reversed as well as made a gentleman’s salute to Yvonne. 

The tear-stained Yvonne walked toward Samuel detailed. 

A gorgeous increased grew at her foot with every action and also the scene stunned those 

that enjoyed. 

They might not see the female-of-honor, however they might see the picturesque unique 

impacts. 

At that moment, every female felt an unmanageable envy. 

 

Within the resort rooms, those who can see the scene a lot more plainly ended up being full 

of a lot more jealousy. 

Yara frowned. Her space had one of the most tactical view of the event, however due to the 

range, she can not totally see the look of the two individuals in Crystal Restaurant. 

Despite that, she discovered them to be quite familiar, specifically the woman, whom she 

seemed like she understood. 

“Yvonne!” A photo blinked unexpectedly in her mind and she could not aid however say 

loudly. 

I must be seeing things,” Yara trembled her head. Yvonne married a piece of garbage like 

Samuel, and also with his capabilities, was he also able to book the whole Crystal 

Restaurant? 

It looked like her, it was only ostensibly comparable. 

“Did you prepare all this?” Back in Crystal Restaurant, Yvonne asked Samuel as she walked 

to her. 

“I thought you claimed you can not play the piano. You existed to me?” 

Yvonne suddenly looked coldly at Samuel during what was expected to be a cozy scene. 

“It has actually already been three years. You’ve experienced a lot of misdoings. Starting 

today, you’re my lady and no one can place you down again.” Samuel looked at Yvonne all 

the best. 

Yvonne’s reproaching expression was filled with splits. It was as if all her grievances were 

discharged at that extremely moment. 

 


